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Global art history

Global Art History is a new field of research that is defined by a number of academic institutions around the world as a response to the challenges of global connectivity to existing disciplines. In Germany, the Cluster of Excellence in Heidelberg Asia and Europe in a global context established the first and so far only cathedral in the country for this area of
study. Art history has until now been one of the disciplines most rooted in an airtight and regionally limited analytical framework. Since art and writing about it was closely related to various identity formation projects, especially nationalist, this is not astounding. Such a paradigm, however, excludes insight into cultural dynamics and entanglement that go
beyond what is conveyed by the discourses of cultural purity and originality and the basic cultural forms of the basic. Transcultural View of Art and Visual Practice The Global Art History Program in Heidelberg, still in the formative phase, involves the deconstruction of disciplinary models in art history that marginalized experiences and practices of entangling.
The search for a new framework would include the study of art formation and visual practices as post-new and multi-voice processes. The global epithet is not understood as an expansive framework covering the world; rather, it relies on a transcultural perspective to challenge taxonomies and values that have been embedded in the discipline of art history
since its inception and have been considered universal. Starting from the past, art objects, migrant artists and traveling visual regimes have invariably created an open public sphere of common meanings and forms of articulation only conditionally limited by territorial and cultural formations that crystallize with the creation of nation states. The Global Art
History project begins by recreating its analysis units, replacing fixed regions with moving moving contact zones and viewing time as nonlinear and palimpsesetic. This would make it possible to conceptualise the visual practices that form each other through negotiations between multiple production centres, through reconfiguration processes and through local
and canonical engagement. At the same time, they require the examination of new fissures and boundaries that intersect existing national and geographical units. Broken public spheres, in which the common vocabulary about art is not resonant, have been a place of conflict and controversy, as in the case of Danish cartoons or Bamiyan Buddhas, which in
turn become global problems. Research and teaching The department's research and teaching programme, by Prof. Monica Juneji, Dr. Michael Falser and Franziska Koch, locates in a common field to help develop a non-hierarchical conceptual framework and language that will make a difference without strengthening it. Projects include heritage research as
a transcultural concept, architectural history and conservation policy in their global entanglings, exhibition practices between Asia and Europe, critical searches to centrifugal and reconfigure modernism, and a study of disciplinary art history shaping in colonial and postcolonium South Asia. The regional focus on research and teaching includes South and
South-East Asia, modern China and Europe. The growing number of master's and doctoral thesis that are being completed here implements a transcultural analytical perspective at the micro level. Public information activities In order to increase social coverage, the Department is involved in the project of an exhibition on the visualization of natural disasters
in different cultures. It is a transdisciplinary company in collaboration with Reiss-Engelhorn-Museen (Mannheim) and the Disaster Culture Clusters Research Group. Global Art History and the Imbalance of Power Khadija von Zinnenburg Carroll, Barber Institute of Fine Art, University of Birmingham, K.V.Z.Carroll@bham.ac.uk Stacey Kennedy, Department of
African Studies and Anthropology, University of Birmingham, SEK525@student.bham.ac.uk Azadeh Sarjoughian, Barber Institute of Fine Art, University of Birmingham, AXS1408@student.bham.ac.uk Only if there is a multiplicity of perspectives in dialogue can we talk about the history of art, which becomes globalised as a discipline. Our panel refers to this
provocation and advocates not only the expanded reach of global art in historical literature, but a decent relationship between existing hegemony and a response to global power imbalances through artistic and historical tools. Through specific case studies, the panel will bring exposed marginalized perspectives and aesthetic approaches outside the EuroAmerican canon, which are often difficult to obtain even when on display. Focusing on what global art history is in practice, the panel will address theoretical and methodological approaches, especially with regard to the imbalance of power expressed in the academic discipline itself. We welcome the work that illuminates these areas of research, including the
perspectives of artists and curators, as well as interdisciplinary approaches. Topics may include: methods of contemporary history of global art, experimental case studies in this field, anthropology of art, visualization of identity in contemporary art, problemization of current power relations, study of mechanisms of marginalization and integration, artistic
activism, definition of global art and art history, non-Western art and accusation of self-ositivity, changes in the colonial geopolitics and gender policy of contemporary art. Click here to PDF of this summary If in the 1990s it meant an unprecedented interest in art theory archives, as well as in art and curatorial practices, the 2000s probably witnessed a socalled documentary breakthrough characterised by a growing interest in the discovery of art-related archival material from non-Western contexts. Classified as documents, these writings are considered formative for selected traditions of contemporary and contemporary art. Outstanding museums and publications, including ARTMargins, have played a key
role in the creation and presentation of archives. This workshop explores the new and rich possibilities of scientific research that enabled this documentary return, as well as archive policy and commodification of documents from global margins. Convened by Angela Harutyunyan, Professor of Art History, American University of Beirut Salwa Mikdadi,
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Alexander Alberro Virginia Bloedel Wright '51 Professor of Art History at Barnard College and Columbia University Alexander Alberro, Virginia Bloedel Wright '51 Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art History at Barnard College/Columbia University, is the author, most recently, abstraction in reverse: Reconfigured Spectator in the Mid-Twentieth Century
Latin American Art (University of Chicago, 2017). He is currently finishing another book study, The Shape of Contemporary Art, which focuses on the relationship between art and the geography of globalization. Ariella Aïsha Azoulay professor of comparative literature and contemporary culture and media, Brown University Ariella Aïsha Azoulay is professor of
contemporary culture and media and comparative literature, film essayist and curator of archives and exhibitions. Her books are: A History of Potential – Unlearning Imperialism (Verso, 2019), Imagination: Political Ontology of Photography (Verso, 2012), Civil Photographic Contract (Zone Books, 2008) and from Palestine to Israel: A Photographic Record of
Destruction and State Formation, 1947-1950 (Pluto Press 2011). Among her films: Un-documented: Unlearning Imperial Plunder (2019), Civil Alliances, Palestine, 47-48 (2012). Among her exhibitions Errata (Tapiès Foundation, 2019) and Enough! Natural Violence of New World Order (F/Stop Photography Festival, Leipzig, 2016). Jennifer Bajorek Associate
Professor of Comparative Literature and Visual Studies, Hampshire College Jennifer Bajorek is professor of comparative literature and visual research at Hampshire College in the US and Research Associate at the Centre for Visual Identity Research in Art and Design (VIAD) at the Department of Art, Design and Architecture at the University of
Johannesburg in South Africa. Her latest book, Unfixed: Photography and Decolonial Imagination in West Africa (Duke University Press, 2020), theorizes the relationship between photography and the decolonial political imagination in French-speaking West Africa in the years immediately following and leading to independence. Her new projects include
multidisciplinary exploration (audio, visual and written) of the photographic archives of Fátúmbí (Pierre Verger) and new writing on visual and discursive representations of migrants and migration in modern France. Tammer El-Sheikh Assistant Professor of Art History, York University Tammer El-Sheikh is assistant professor of art history at York University in
Toronto, Canada. He earned a Doctorate in Art History from McGill University in Montreal for his dissertation on the adoption of Palestinian-American critic Edward Said as part of the discipline of art history. The dissertation included the use of some of Said's key concepts to analyze the work of contemporary artist Hassan Khan from Cairo. Since then, he has
also written about the work of Cairo artist Mahmoud Khaled in relation to the history of surrealism, psychoanalysis and art education in egypt in the mid-20th century. His research and teaching includes contemporary and contemporary art and art criticism. El-Sheikh's scientific work has been published in the journals ARTMargins and Arab Studies Journal,
and he has contributed reviews and feature essays to the journals Parachute, CMagazine, Canadian Art and ETC. Anthony Gardner Head school and associate professor of contemporary art history and theory. Ruskin School of Art, Oxford University Fellow in Fine Art, Queen's College, Oxford University Anthony Gardner is head of the Ruskin School of Art
at Oxford University, where he teaches contemporary art history and theory and is a member of Queen's College. He is also a foreign worker in the UK. He published extensively on Postcolonialism, post-nationalism and curatorial history, is the editor of MIT Press ARTMargins. Among his books are Mapping South: Travel in South-South Cultural Relations
(Melbourne, 2013), Politically Unbecoming: Postocialist Art against Democracy (MIT Press, 2015), and via MIT Press in 2015 anthology Neue Slowenische Kunst: From Kapital to Capital (with Zdenka Badovinac and Eda Cufer), who was a finalist for the Alfred H Barr Award 2017 for best catalogue of exhibitions worldwide. His latest book, co-authored with
Charles Green (University of Melbourne), is Biennals, Triennals and documenta: The exhibitions that created contemporary art, published by Wiley-Blackwell in 2016. He is currently working on a study of curatorial debates and alternative internationalism practices from the 1950s-80s (such as the misaligned movement and third cinema), called Reworldings:
Curatorial Histories from the Cold War. Sonal Khullar W. Norman Brown Associate Professor of South Asian Studies, University of Pennsylvania Sonal Khullar is W. Norman Brown Associate Professor of South Asian Studies at the University of Pennsylvania. Her first book, Worldly Affiliations: Artistic Practice, National Identity, and Modernism in India, 19301990 (University of California Press, 2015), won the Bernard S. Cohn Book Prize of the Association for Asian Studies in 2017. She is completing the manuscript of the book, The Art of Dislocation: Conflict and Collaboration in Contemporary Art from South Asia, as part of an earlier agreement with the University of California Press. Her research was supported
by the College Art Association, the American Council of Learned Societies, the American Institute of Indian Studies, the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art and the Japan Foundation. Diana Martinez assistant professor and director of architectural studies, Tufts University Diana Martinez is an assistant professor of architectural history and director of
architectural studies at Tufts University. He concludes the manuscript of the book Concrete Colonialism: Architecture, Infrastructure, Urbanism and american colonial design in the Philippines. Ijlal Muzaffar Associate Professor of Modern Architectural History, RISD Ijlal Muzaffar is associate professor of architectural history and director of the Master's program
in arts and culture at the Rhode Island School of Design. He published extensively on the intersection of architecture, planning and the history of globalization. His upcoming book, The Periphery Within: Modern Architecture and the Making of the Third World, explores how modern architects and planners have shaped new times and spaces of intervention in
the discourse of Third World development. Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa Assistant Professor of Photography, RISD Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa is a photographer The writer who contributed essays to the publication of Vanessa Winship, George Georgiou, Rosalind Fox Solomon, Marton Perlaki and Paul Graham, was an artist-in-residence at Light Work, a
guest-edited Aperture Photobook Review, and written for Aperture, FOAM, Barbican, The Photographer's Gallery and Rutgers University Press. His debut monograph, One Wall a Web, was published by ROMA Publications in 2018 and was awarded the Paris Photo-Aperture Foundation First PhotoBook Award. He taught at Yale, Cornell, New York University
and The New School. Art history, postcolonialism and the Global Turn Conference is organized by: Foad Torshizi Assistant Professor of Art History, Rhode Island School of Design Foad Torshizi is an assistant professor of Islamic art at RISD. He holds diplomas in comparative literature and society and languages and cultures of the Middle East and Asia
(PhD and MPhil, Columbia University), Art History (MA, University of Minnesota) and Photography (MFA, Honar University of Tehran). Torshizi concludes the manuscript of a book tentatively titled Clarity of Meaning: Contemporary Iranian Art and a Cosmopolitan Reading Ethic in Art History. Joshua I. Cohen Assistant Professor of Art History, City College of
New York/CUNY Joshua I. Cohen (Ph.D., Columbia University) is an Africanist art historian specializing in intercultural exchange problems. His first book, The Black Art Renaissance: African Sculpture and Modernism across Continents, was published by the University of California Press (July 2020). His work has appeared in The Art Bulletin, African Arts,
Journal of Black Studies, Journal of Southern African Studies, Burlington Magazine and Wasafiri. Vazira F-Y Zamindar Associate Professor of History, Brown University Vazira Fazila-Yacoobali Zamindar is a professor of history at Brown University and works on 20th-century stories of decolonization, displacement, war, non-violence, visual archive and
contemporary art. She is best known for her book The Long Partition and the Making of Modern South Asia: Refugees, Boundaries, Histories (2007), and is currently finishing her second book, The Ruin Archive: Art and War at the Ends of Empire, which interrogates the formations of art and war history across the northwest border of British India. In 2014 and
2015, she co-hosted two Pakistani brown-harvard film festivals, which resulted in the Love, War and Other Longings: Essays on Cinema in Pakistan (2020) collection, and wrote about artists Sadequain and Za arizona. He runs the Art History series from the South at Brown and is part of the Decolonial Collective on Migration of Objects and People. Graduate
Assistant: Elena Kalkova is a Russian media artist and scholar who has lived and worked in the US since 2017. In its practice, writes that he explores the challenges of self-identification as a feminist in the post-Soviet space and reflects on the country's problematic past and present, Russian queer history, collective memory and trauma. He holds a bachelor's
degree in liberal arts from Tver State University (Twer, Russia) and currently completes a postgraduate degree in art and global culture from the Rhode Island School of Design. Design.
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